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The basic idea of this invention is to use man small solar y 
(21) Appl' NO‘: 11/986,482 energy transfer units like solar cells, each of them is of the 

_ same siZe and installed on the surface of a spherical structure 
(22) Flled' Jan‘ 3’ 2008 and toWard a certain direction in a 3-D space, the position of 

. . each unit is saved in a database, by using a comparison unit to 
Related U's' Apphcatlon Data compare the output of these solar energy transfer units, the 

(60) Provisional application No. 60/861,212, ?led on Nov. OPIiIIIiZBd Sun direCIiOn Can be determined; a Compass maybe 
27, 2006. used to install the said sun tracker in a ?xed place. 
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SUN TRACKER 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This patent ?ling claims the bene?t of earlier ?led 
provisional applications: Application No. 60/861,212, ?ling 
date Nov. 27, 2006, Conformation No. 3829, ?ling receipt 
*OC000000021502638*, Title, Sun tracker. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

[0002] Not applicable. 

REFERENCE TO SEQUENCE LISTING A 
TABLE, OR A COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 

[0003] Not applicable. 

COMPACT DISC APPENDIX 

[0004] Not applicable. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] Solar energy becomes more and more ef?cient, With 
its loW pollution and the unlimited reneWable energy 
resources; it has a bright future for the future. In order to make 
good use of the solar energy, a simple and high precise sun 
tracker is necessary. Most of the existing sun tracker is either 
less precise or more complicated; the invention of this sun 
tracker is to propose another kind of simple sun tracker With 
high precision. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] This invention is a device Which is able to tell the 
direction of the sun, it is simple and also could be of high 
precision; by using this device, the positions of some the solar 
energy devices driven by hydraulic systems or a electrome 
chanical systems could be modi?ed to Work toWard the sun 
direction, this Way, the utiliZation of the sun energy can be 
increased to a higher level. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING 

[0007] Not applicable. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] Solar energy has a broad application as a main 
source of loW pollution and reneWable energy resources. sun 
tracker Which is able to determine the optimal direction for a 
solar energy device to Work toWard, some solar energy trans 
fer unit is ?xed on a basic spherical structure and each of them 
toWards a certain direction, the direction of all said solar 
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energy transfer units around said basic spherical structure 
represent almost all the directions in a 3-D space, except a 
small surface area Will be used to ?x the sun tracker; If sun 
tracker is ?xed, then the Working direction of each solar 
energy transfer unit is certain and by comparing the output 
from each solar energy transfer unit, the optimal direction for 
other solar energy devices located at the same area can be 

determined; said sun tracker comprising, 
1. What is claimed is a sun-tracker Which is able to deter 

mine the optimal direction for a solar energy device to Work 
toWard, some solar energy transfer unit is ?xed on a basic 
spherical structure and each of them toWards a certain direc 
tion, the direction of all said solar energy transfer units around 
said basic spherical structure represent almost all the direc 
tions in a 3-D space, except a small surface area Will be used 
to ?x the sun tracker; if sun tracker is ?xed, then the Working 
direction of each solar energy transfer unit is certain and by 
comparing the output from each solar energy transfer unit, the 
optimal direction for other solar energy devices located at the 
same location can be determined. 

2. said sun tracker comprising a basic spherical structure, 
said basic spherical structure could be a spherical or a spheri 
cal based polyhedron structure, optionally the polyhedron are 
a regular polyhedron. 

3. said sun tracker comprising polygon solar-energy trans 
fer unit, said polygon solar-energy transfer units are attached 
to said basic spherical structure or the surface of said poly 
hedron structure; optionally each of the said polygons are 
regular polygons; all of said polygon solar-energy transfer 
units are of the same Working area, the same photo to elec 
tricity, photo to thermo or photo to other kind of energy 
transfer ef?ciency; each of said polygon solar-energy transfer 
units is ?xed on said basic spherical structure surface toWard 
a certain direction, optionally each said polygon solar-energy 
transfer unit is tangential to said basic spherical structure 
surface at the attach point or attach surface of said polygon 
solar-energy transfer unit to said basic spherical structure. 

4. said solar-energy transfer unit is able to transfer the solar 
energy it received to certain output signals like electrical 
voltage, electrical current, temperature, pressure, stress, 
strain etc; said solar-energy transfer unit could be but not 
limited to photovoltaic cell etc; optionally electrical resis 
tances or other elements are used to help obtain said output 
signals from said solar energy transfer units; optionally a 
database could be built to store the information such as num 
ber, relative location and Working direction of each solar 
energy transfer units; a compare circuit is used to calculate 
out the one With the maximum output and the one With the 
minimum output, optionally a small controller With some or 
all of these functionalities are included, like comparison func 
tions, memory functions ets. 

* * * * * 


